About Paarhammer

Welcome to Paarhammer Windows & Doors
Our mission is to increase energy efficiency in housing, and comfort for occupants, through custom made double and triple
glazed windows and doors, made from sustainable resources, in a facility with sustainable features, delivered on-time and
to the highest quality.
Founded in 1990 by Tony and Edith Paarhammer, the company now operates with a dedicated workforce from a purpose built
manufacturing facility of 4500m2, with the latest in CNC machinery and a spray-painting robot.
Our customers can expect a commitment to sustainable building and the highest star rating through customised solutions,
experienced technical problem solving, project management, outstanding communication and quality control. A virtual or
in-person visit is the ideal opportunity to take a tour and view a large range of products, discuss your project and see how
your future windows and doors are created.

Energy efficiency
40% of a home’s energy for cooling or heating is being lost (or gained) through windows.
Paarhammer products feature up to 7½ Energy Stars, meaning that you can save up to 85% of
energy in addition to enjoying a very comfortable indoor climate. The lower the U-value, the better
the window. Paarhammer U-values start from a very low 0.8 WERS (Window Energy Rating Scheme).

Sustainability
We are deeply committed to a sustainable future.
Paarhammer windows & doors are made from timber - a renewable resource and stores carbon for life. Using only certified
timbers, Paarhammer is FSC® Chain-of-Custody certified, and low-VOC paints. The manufacturing facility is powered by the
sun with an almost 100kW photovoltaic system, a light management system, water tanks and waste system which makes
sawdust into briquettes to provide heat and reduce landfill. Paarhammer is also a signatory to Take-2 and Australian Builders
Declare Climate & Biodiversity Emergency.

Australian made
Paarhammer is proud to manufacture in Australia.
Our philosophy is about sustainability and local jobs, therefore we use local materials where possible. Australian made
translates to locally made products providing valuable training and skills sharing, and jobs not simply localised to the
Paarhammer factory but extending to suppliers and manufacturers, e.g. Australian glass manufacturers and timber suppliers.
Paarhammer products have received many awards in their own right over the years, and are an integral part of buildings both residential and commercial - which have received numerous awards for architects, designers and builders.
Paarhammer supplies windows and doors Australia-wide.
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